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July 20, 2021
Pacific Research and Evaluation (PRE) is pleased to partner with the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) as the Portfolio Evaluator for the Science Mission Directorate (SMD) Science
Activation Program (SciAct). The SciAct program is an internal initiative with the specific intent to help
learners of all ages “do” science. In its second phase of activity, awarded projects will have up to five years
to function, as a cooperative network, for the purpose of connecting NASA subject matter science experts
(SMEs), real content, and experiences with community leaders to do science in ways that activate minds
and promote deeper understanding of our world and beyond.
The SciAct portfolio is comprised of 28 competitively selected projects, each uniquely designed to bring
to life SciAct’s four top-line objectives through focused pursuit of accompanying mid-level objectives.
Through portfolio evaluation, PRE seeks to help SMD identify collective impacts and document progress
towards achieving stated program-wide outcomes.
PRE has been engaged as Portfolio Evaluators to help strengthen the focus of the program and ensure
that projects in the portfolio are effectively meeting overarching program goals and objectives. This
document shares the planned approach and methodology to guide inquiry efforts relative to the
following goals:
•
•
•
•
•

Develop shared, actionable, and measurable goals to assess how SciAct fits within and
contributes to the larger STEM education ecosystem.
Understand the ways in which NASA assets, SciAct Partnerships, and Project Networks
contribute to top-level and mid-level objectives.
Identify effective strategies for achieving objectives and understand how these practices can
be adapted to different project environments.
Define the scope of SciAct reach across a range of underserved communities throughout all
realms of project activities.
Explore the ways in which SMD and SciAct awardees can work together to maintain focus and
progress towards top-level and mid-level objectives.

PRE is located in Portland, Oregon. Founded in 1999, PRE has assisted numerous organizations to improve
their services and programs by guiding them through systematic evaluative processes for making datadriven decisions. Our utilization-focused, participatory approach to evaluation includes high-quality
research design, data analysis, and reporting services; this approach ensures that program stakeholders
are given the opportunity to be collaborative partners throughout the evaluation process. We look
forward to our continued work with the NASA SciAct team on this project.
Best Regards,

Steven Rider, Ph.D.
President, Pacific Research and Evaluation, LLC
PACIFIC RESEARCH & EVALUATION, LLC
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About P acific Research and Evaluation
More commonly referred to as PRE, we pride ourselves on implementing high-quality
evaluations with the highest standards of validity. As independent research partners, we help
organizations like NASA to assess needs, clarify goals and objectives, optimize program
effectiveness, and understand the connections between day-to-day activities and long-term
outcomes. At PRE, we obtain meaningful data with methodologically robust studies that
withstand critical review. We consistently deliver accurate and usable evaluation results that
enable organizations to build and sustain success.
Our team represents a range of educational backgrounds including master’s and doctorate level
degrees in psychology, applied psychology, educational psychology, public health,
anthropology, and museum studies. PRE staff have extensive experience working with K-20
schools, free-choice learning environments, and with multi-site state and federal grants.
PRE leverages a variety of experimental and quasi-experimental research designs, and has
extensive experience in quantitative and qualitative methods. Our approach is utilizationfocused, participatory, developmental (when appropriate), and prioritizes employing culturally
responsive methods. In our experience, these approaches work in synergy to generate the most
meaningful, useful, and timely evaluation results. Most of our studies have both formative and
summative components in order to assess the extent to which program outcomes are achieved
and also provide recommendations for programmatic changes along the way.

Project Team
Leading this work are four seasoned professionals who have earned a stellar reputation for
balancing rigorous research and consulting services with a friendly, collaborative style.
Steven Rider, Ph.D., Principal Investigator/Company President
steve@pacific-research.org
Dr. Rider earned his doctorate in Psychology at the University of
Arizona and has been conducting research and program evaluations
for more than 25 years. In addition to Dr. Rider’s expertise in
qualitative and quantitative methods, measure development, survey
research, and statistical analysis, he has also worked with numerous
organizations to provide technical assistance in evaluation methods
and analysis, providing thoughtful insights regarding evaluation
design and the interpretation and application of evaluation findings.
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Kristi Manseth, Ph.D., Research Director
kristi@pacific-research.org
Dr. Manseth earned her doctorate in Applied Psychology. She has
been conducting applied research for 12 years and has extensive
experience in the development of various data collection
instruments including interviews, focus groups, and surveys along
with the corresponding analysis and reporting of related qualitative
and quantitative data. Dr. Manseth is the Research Director at PRE
and provides oversight and leadership to Research Associates and
supervises evaluation projects managed by Associates.

Taline A. Kuyumjian, M.A., Research Associate
taline@pacific-research.org
Taline brings over a dozen years’ experience working in informal
learning environments and science centers, with a majority of those
years focused on leading mixed methods research and evaluation
studies. She specializes in benchmarking studies, awareness studies,
and impact and assessment studies, developing theories of action,
and activating information to guide strategic planning. Taline has a
M.A. in Museology, a graduate level certificate in Audience Research,
and a graduate level certificate in Nonprofit Management from the
University of Washington in Seattle.

Andrea Steigerwald, M.A., Research Associate
andrea@pacific-research.org
Andrea earned her master’s degree in Cultural Anthropology from
Simon Fraser University. Her training included designing and
implementing a community based participatory research study of
non-profits and indigenous social movements in La Paz, Bolivia. Ms.
Steigerwald is passionate about culturally responsive research. Ms.
Steigerwald provides written reports, summarizes quantitative and
qualitative data in dynamic infographics, and offers engaging
presentations of key findings to community stakeholders. She has
lived and worked abroad extensively and has a high proficiency in Spanish and Dutch.
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Project Summary
The NASA Science Activation Program (SciAct) is pursuing a portfolio
evaluation to identify collective impacts and document progress

Glossary

towards achieving stated program-wide outcomes. The SciAct

SciAct Program is

portfolio is comprised of 28 projects, each uniquely designed to

shorthand for the full

bring to life SciAct’s four top-line objectives through focused pursuit

program being funded by

of accompanying mid-level objectives.

NASA Science Mission

Objective 1

Enable Stem Education

Directorate and is used in

MLO 1a

Inspire participants’ interest in STEM and the
development of their identities as science learners.

between or across SMD

MLO 1b

MLO 1c

reference to activities
and Portfolio Projects.

Provide opportunities for participants to engage with
the disciplinary content related to NASA science and
engineering.

Portfolio is used to describe
the collective of projects
funded through SciAct.

Increase number of and frequency with which NASA
SMD assets are used by learners across the US.

Projects are the recipients
of SciAct funding.

Objective 2

Improve U.S. Scientific Literacy

Project Teams are, at a

MLO 2a

Advance participants’ understanding of the process of
science using NASA SMD assets.

minimum, the combination

Objective 3

Advance National Education Goals

MLO 3a

Increase participation in learner-centered experiences
based on NASA SMD assets.

MLO 3b

Increase the diversity of participants reached by
Science Activation through intentional, inclusive
programming.

of PIs and Evaluators.
Internal Audiences is

MLO 3c

understood as those within
SMD and/or in the Portfolio
who are also being served
by Project(s) activities.
Currently, PRE is
considering SMEs to be
part of Internal Audiences.

Engage participants in learning experiences that
promote development of skills for STEM careers.

External Audiences is
understood as learners in
the general public who are

Objective 4

Leverage Efforts through Partnerships

MLO 4a

Leverage internal mechanisms to support sharing and
learning across the Science Activation portfolio.

MLO 4b

Utilize external partners to leverage reach and
effectiveness of the Science Activation portfolio.
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The SciAct program is an internal initiative with the specific intent to help learners of all ages
“do” science. In its second phase of activity, awarded projects will have up to five years to
function, as a cooperative network, to connect NASA science experts (SMEs), real content, and
experiences with community leaders to do science in ways that activate minds and promote
deeper understanding of our world and beyond. The map below highlights the distribution of
projects throughout all 50 of the United States and indicates the length of funding for each
project.

Figure 1: Science Activation Reach Map, retrieved May 20, 2021, from https://science.nasa.gov/learners.

The SciAct project was baselined in November 2016, when the collaborative model first
leveraged over 220 partnerships through networks of science and community-based institutions
using a “multiplier effect” across the U.S. to achieve the aforementioned top line objectives. As
SMD prepared to launch phase two of activities (2.0), an external review of the phase one (1.0)
activities was conducted by The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine
(Academies). This report, NASA’s Science Activation Program: Achievements and Opportunities,1

1

National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 2020. (2020). NASA's Science Activation Program: Achievements and

Opportunities. Washington, DC: The National Academies Press.
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made the following overarching conclusions which laid the foundation for this Portfolio
Evaluation (p. 4):
•

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration has a unique role to play in the
science, technology, engineering, and mathematics education landscape, but the four
objectives for the Science Activation Program are too broad and do not appropriately
reflect that role.

•

The four current Science Activation Program objectives are general enough to inform a
vision for the program, however they lack specific actionable targets. The objectives are
so broad that they obscure a clear understanding of how each awardees’ contributions
aggregate toward desired outcomes.

•

Improving science literacy at a national level is one of the four Science Activation
Program objectives. There is not evidence that there is a centrally agreed-upon definition
of science literacy across the projects. While the approach to measuring science literacy
at the national level that SciAct is currently using reflects one approach to measuring
science literacy, it does not fully reflect the most up-to-date conceptualizations of
science literacy.

Additional conclusions and recommendations were made regarding:
•

Ways in which projects within the portfolio are characterized (pp. 4-6)

•

Approaches for examining progress towards SciAct’s vision and objectives (pp. 6-8); and,

•

Ways SciAct can move into phase two of the program (pp. 8-10).

Project Goals
Informed by the above, Portfolio Evaluation will explore the following recommendations
presented in the Academies report:
•

Consider how SciAct fits within and contributes to the larger STEM education ecosystem
and should provide the foundation for developing actionable and measurable portfolio
goals to articulate collective impact. (Recommendation 1)

•

Articulate how NASA assets will be leveraged, how partnerships and networks will be
built, and how these combined actions will lead to desired, measurable outcomes.

(Recommendation 2)
•

Develop systematic mechanisms for projects to share best practices and learn from
successes and failures. (Recommendation 3)

•

Enhance considerations for underserved communities among projects.

(Recommendation 4)
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Portfolio Evaluation responds to these recommendations by following Recommendation 5,
expanding evaluative activities to go beyond counting numbers of individuals and instead
identify ways in which the portfolio can draw upon and implement evidence-based strategies for
broadening participation.
In doing the above, Portfolio Evaluation seeks to identify ways in which Recommendation 6
(building ongoing opportunities for dialogues with SMD missions and scientists) can be
achieved.
The ultimate goal of Portfolio Evaluation is to leverage this study and prepare a report for SciAct
and SMD which responds to Recommendation 7a, helping to strengthen the focus of the
program and ensuring that projects in the portfolio are effectively meeting overarching Program
goals and objectives.
In alignment with these recommendations, the following goals for Portfolio Evaluation have
been defined:
Goal

Alignment

To develop shared, actionable, and measurable Goals to assess how SciAct fits
within and contributes to the larger STEM education ecosystem.

Recommendation 1

To understand the ways in which NASA assets, SciAct Partnerships, and Project
Networks contribute to top-level and mid-level objectives.

Recommendations 2
and 7

To identify effective strategies for achieving objectives and understand how
these practices can be adapted to different project environments.

Recommendation 3

To define the scope of SciAct reach across a range of underserved
communities throughout all realms of project activities.

Recommendations 4
and 5

To explore the ways in which SMD and SciAct awardees can work together to
maintain focus and progress towards top-level and mid-level objectives.

Recommendations 6
and 7

Evaluation Questions
Guiding this study will be the following evaluation questions, aligned to overarching project
goals. Some evaluation questions are intended to explore inquiry lines for Internal audiences
and others are specific to External audiences. For the purposes of this evaluation, Internal
audiences is understood to be within SMD and the Portfolio, and External is understood to
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mean the learners in the general public.2 Not every goal area will include research questions for
both Internal and External audiences.
Goal 1

Developing Shared, Actionable and Measurable Goals to assess how
SciAct fits within and contributes to the larger STEM education
ecosystem.

Internal

1.

Where are natural points of alignment across Projects to embed shared learning
opportunities?
a. Where is there opportunity to expand or reimagine activities to make
space for either shared learning, or to pull out emergent trends unique to
projects which can build shared understanding?

External

2.

In what ways do the SciAct projects expand or change their understanding of the
STEM education ecosystem?
a. How do audiences see the efforts of the projects fitting into their lives?

External

3.

Are audiences able to distinguish SciAct projects as unique elements of the STEM
education ecosystem?
a. If so, what makes these experiences feel different from other STEM
education opportunities?

Goal 2

Understanding the ways in which NASA assets, SciAct Partnerships,
and Project Networks contribute to top -level and mid-level
objectives.

Internal

4.

What are the range of project activities that are being used to achieve each MLO?
a. What activities are unique to specific MLOs or TLOs?
b. What activities can function to achieve multiple MLOs or TLOs?

External

5.

In what ways are audiences connecting to various MLOs?
a. What are the range of ways in which audiences expand their affiliation with
STEM?

Goal 3

Internal

Identify effective strategies for achieving objectives and understand
how these practices can be adapted to different project
environments.
6.

What does the landscape of SciAct Project activities look like?
a. How can increased awareness of these commonalities, or variances, be
best utilized towards creating shared understanding of ways Program
objectives can be realized?

2

Currently SMEs are considered to be part of internal audiences given their closer involvement to specific project work. However,
this is a working definition and will be refined throughout ongoing Portfolio Evaluation activities.
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Goal 4

Define the scope of SciAct reach across a range of underserved
communities throughout all realms of project activities.

Internal

7.

How are projects defining and addressing diversity and equity in their efforts?
a. How are projects defining “success” in this work?
b. Are there any project components (e.g., budget, location, length, etc.) that
make it more or less likely to succeed in this effort?

Internal

8.

What are the commonalities or variations related to working with underserved
communities in the following realms of Project work?
a. Deliverables
b. Learners in the General Public
c. NASA Assets/ Content Providers
d. Project Teams

Internal/
External

9.

In what ways are activities and impacts on underserved communities being tracked
across projects?
a. What are the range of stories being told with this information across
Projects?

Goal 5

Explore the ways in which SMD and SciAct awardees can work
together to maintain focus and progress towards top-level and midlevel objectives.

Internal/
External

10. How are Projects defining and understanding “collaboration” in their project?
a. What are the commonalities or variations across these definitions as it
relates to working within various relationships?
i. Project Teams
ii. Other SciAct Projects
iii. NASA Assets

Internal

11. What does the landscape of tools to support collaborative work look like?
a. How can commonalities, or variances, across tools be best utilized towards
creating shared understanding of ways Program objectives are being
realized?

Internal

12. How can SMD, with Portfolio Evaluator support, leverage communication channels,
meetings, and other points of knowledge dissemination and discussion to further
support or foster collaborative activity?
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Evaluation Activities
PRE has organized our work plan into three phases which include: a planning phase (Phase 1), a
data collection phase (Phase 2), and a reporting phase (Phase 3). This plan is flexible and can be
adjusted in partnership with SMD as activities throughout SciAct 2.0 progress. Proposed
activities span four years, extending into 2024. Data collection activities will conclude at the end
of Year 4. Reporting is scheduled to be completed by Q2 of Year 5, to make space for an
anticipated second review of the Program by the Academies. Activities proposed can be scaled
in response to timeline or other needs of the Academies, with enough advance notice.

Phase 1: Relationship Building and Planning
PRE has been engaged in this phase of evaluative work by participating in ongoing SciAct 2.0
calls, meetings, convenings, reviewing available documentation, organizing, and working with
SMD to establish guiding research questions for this study.
Activities in Process

Participating in Calls, Meetings, and Convenings
To date, PRE has participated in and plans to participate in the following conversations:
With SMD
•
•

With Projects

Internal Kickoff Meeting
Bi-Monthly Check-In Calls

•
•
•
•

SciAct 2.0 Kickoff Meeting
Monthly Full Project Calls
Monthly Project Evaluator Calls
1:1 Discussions to build relationships
around evaluation plans and/or as
needed

Document Review
PRE has reviewed the following documents to build context and to gain familiarity with the
SciAct Program:
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From SMD
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

From Projects

NASA’s Science Activation Program:
Achievements and Opportunities
Report
Ongoing access to SMDepo Website
NASA SMD Science Activation website
SMD Infographic
Evaluation Checklist, 2017 and 2018
Science Activation Desired
Outcome/Vision Statement
PowerPoint slide
NASA Science Activation Primer
presentation slide deck, from October
2020 meeting
MLO Lexicon
5-Year Summative Evaluation Reports
Broader Impacts survey results
(anticipated)

•
•
•
•

Evaluation Plans, 2017 and 2021
Logic Models, as available, from 2017
and 2021
SciAct Proposal Applications, 2021
Quad charts shared during Monthly
Full-Project Meetings

Organizing
In an effort to build internal shared understanding around SciAct as a program and individual
projects within it, PRE has developed the following suite of tools:3
•

Objectives
o

MLO Summary Dashboard, showcasing the distribution of projects pursuing
individual MLOs and how those, collectively, respond to pursuit of TLOS.

o

Individual MLO Data Tabs, showcasing the range of activities projects will be
implementing, pursuing, or working with to realize any given MLO.

•

Shared Learning and Measurement
o

Measurement Tools Landscape, showcasing the collective ways projects are
intending to gather insights across MLOs.

o

Individual MLO Data Tabs, showcasing the specific measurement tools projects
intend to implement relative to each MLO.

•

Audiences
o

Audiences Dashboard, showcasing the distribution of projects pursuing work with
various groupings of learners and communities.

3

These tools can be found on the shared Google Drive for SMD, Portfolio Projects, and PRE here:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/13ttcBwuSiCeD6jj1Wng-0pujeeiTmW7y?usp=sharing
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o

Individual MLO Data Tabs, showcasing the range of audiences, internal and
external, projects intend to work with or impact relative to any given MLO.

The above work was informed by the compilation of a master data set, Full SciAct Project List,
which pulls information from individual evaluation plans relative to the above categories and for
the following categories:
•

NASA Content Topic

•

Lead Project Site Type

•

Project Evaluation Budget

•

Proposal Group

•

Project End Date

•

Contact Information for PI and Lead
Evaluator

•

PRE Lead Assigned to Individual
Projects

Development of the above tools, ongoing document reviews, conversations with PIs and
Evaluators, conversations with SMD, and internal conversations among PRE staff have helped to
make sense of the above resources, and to identify trends and potential inquiry areas. The need
for added organizing has also emerged in the following areas:
•

The ways in which equity is being embedded into projects.

•

The range of definitions and degrees of formality towards defining “collaboration” within
SciAct Projects and across the Portfolio.

•

Building a shared understanding around “sustainability” between SMD and Projects and
its intent.

Activities to support the above needs will be woven into Phase 2 of Portfolio Evaluation, detailed
further below.
Activities in Development
In tandem with the development of the Evaluation Plan, PRE is developing two additional
guiding resource materials for this work: a literature review and a logic model.

Literature Review
PRE began efforts to conduct a literature review to establish a research-based frame of reference
to inform ongoing refinement and implementation of Phase 2 activities in June 2021. This
literature review was conducted to respond to the following focus statement:

The literature review will focus on communities of practice and/or professional learning
networks and how these systems intersect with STEM learning environments with the
specific goal of achieving collective impact.
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This review was primarily guided by reviewing research surrounding communities of practice,
collective impact, and learning environments. Secondary research provided information to that
could help add content or inform current knowledge on how the Portfolio Evaluation Plan may
be implemented. Search terms and parameters for each content area are listed in the table
below. It will be available for internal review in July 2021.

Logic Model
The aforementioned planning activities will inform a guiding Logic Model for Portfolio
Evaluation. Pending guidance from the literature review, this tool may evolve into a Theory of
Change, a Theory of Action, or some other appropriate tool.

Phase 2: Building Shared Understanding
Phase 2 will sustain Program-wide investigative work to continue advancing understanding of
the scope of SciAct activities. PRE will remain transparent and collaborative throughout this
process, sharing groupings of activity with SMD and Projects as developed and giving Projects
the opportunity to refine the ways in which their work is being categorized.
Adaptive Approach to Evaluatio n
PRE’s approach to evaluation is utilization-focused, participatory, and when appropriate,
developmental. These approaches work in synergy to generate the most meaningful, useful, and
timely evaluation results.
•

Utilization-focused evaluation begins with the premise that evaluations should be
judged by their utility and actual use; therefore, the process and design presented below
takes into consideration how all activities, from beginning to end, will affect use of the
findings for SMD and SciAct Projects. The intent of this work is to make decisions about
critical evaluative components in collaboration with an identified group of primary users.

•

Participatory evaluation is a partnership approach in which stakeholders actively engage
in developing the evaluation and all phases of its implementation. SMD and SciAct
Projects may be invited, as appropriate, into the process of generating research
questions, planning the evaluation design, selecting appropriate measures and data
collection methods, gathering and analyzing data, reaching consensus about findings,
conclusions, and recommendations, disseminating results and preparing action plans to
improve performance. Engaging all Program stakeholders in this way builds evaluation
capacity, establishes buy-in, and ensures the quality and utility of projects and findings.

•

Developmental evaluation will be used in this evaluation, allowing PRE to work closely
with Program stakeholders to understand and support developmental or emergent
changes. This specific approach has been selected because it is designed to meet the
unique needs of programs that are in a state of innovative development and adaptation.
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Developmental evaluation informs and supports innovative and adaptive processes by
asking evaluative questions, applying evaluation logic, and gathering and reporting
evaluative data to support program development with timely feedback. PRE’s primary
functions will be to elucidate the innovation and adaptation processes across the
Portfolio, track their implications and results, and facilitate ongoing, real-time, databased decision-making in the developmental process.
•

Equity Focused Evaluation. PRE is committed to conducting culturally responsive
evaluation. We recognize that an understanding of the cultural contexts in which
programs operate is vitally important for program designers, implementers, and
evaluators in order to maximize program effectiveness and achieve desired outcomes.
Culturally responsive evaluation takes into account the culture of the program that is
being evaluated and examines program impacts through a lens in which the culture of
participants is a key factor. This approach rejects the notion that assessments must be
objective and culture-free. PRE staff strives to conduct evaluations in a way that
acknowledges the importance of the culture of participants and other stakeholders.
Utilizing a framework set out by the American Evaluation Association, we employ four
essential practices of cultural competence: 1) Acknowledge the Complexity of Cultural
Identity, 2) Recognize the Dynamics of Power, 3) Recognize and Eliminate Bias in
Language, and 4) Employ Culturally Appropriate Methods.

PRE firmly believes that the most effective evaluation work is done within a collaborative
relationship with our clients, and we value our clients’ active involvement in all stages of the
evaluation process. The planned activities which follow center around a collaborative
relationship with SMD and with SciAct Projects. Partnering now, at the onset of the evaluation
work, will ensure guiding questions, the methods and types of data collected, and the
interpretation of findings and resulting recommendations are all shaped to match the specific
needs of the SciAct Portfolio. This process also ensures that the cultural history and context that
helped shape the program and program participants informs the evaluation design and lessons
learned from evaluation activities.
Evaluation Activities
Activities to continue building and defining shared understanding and impact will include: 1)
observations conducted through attendance at formal meetings (e.g., monthly calls), 2)
interviews or informal, as-needed conversations, 3) systematic review of key project
documentation, 4) surveys or activity logs for project teams to complete as needed (no more
than one per quarter), and 5) the development of a bank of common measures for projects to
use relative to each MLO. Each of these activities are described in further detail below.
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Observations of Formal Meetings
PRE will continue to attend monthly Project-wide calls (last Wednesdays), monthly Evaluator and
SMD meetings (third Wednesdays), annual Meetings, and other formal convenings. While PRE
may engage in conversation on occasion, either as needed or by prior agreement to have space
on the agenda, attending these meetings in an observational capacity allows the team the
opportunity to observe the ways in which SciAct is evolving to meet its stated objectives while

Ye a r 4

Ye a r 3

Ye a r 2

Ye a r 1

also navigating and adapting to meet real world challenges.
Activity
SciAct 2.0 Kickoff Meeting

Timeframe
January 2021

Frequency
1

Monthly SciAct Project Meetings
Monthly SMD + Evaluator Meetings
Annual SciAct Convening

February 2021-October 2021
February 2021-October 2021
November 2021

9
9
1

Monthly SciAct Project Meetings

January 2022-October 2022

10

Monthly SMD + Evaluator Meetings
Annual SciAct Convening

January 2022-October 2022
November 2022

10
1

Monthly SciAct Project Meetings
Monthly SMD + Evaluator Meetings

January 2023-October 2023
January 2023-October 2023

10
10

Annual SciAct Convening

November 2023

1

Monthly SciAct Project Meetings
Monthly SMD + Evaluator Meetings
Annual SciAct Convening

January 2024-October 2024
January 2024-October 2024
November 2024

10
10
1

The activities described above will primarily be used to gather information as it relates to
evaluation questions 1, 3, 7, 8, 10, and 13.

Interviews with SciAct Personnel
PRE will continue to attend bi-monthly meetings with SMD, with the understanding that these
are key moments to discuss insights being surfaced and their implications for SciAct’s strategic
direction. Though intentionally casual in nature, PRE will leverage these conversations to inform
cumulative understanding of how Program objectives are being shaped and understood by SMD
responsive to project-level implementation activities. PRE may, on occasion, reach out to
Projects and invite them to have conversations, formal interviews, etc. with their respective PRE
lead. While not all conversations may result in formal data, they will continue to contribute to
PRE’s knowledge of how Program objectives are being pursued, and the successes or challenges
which result from individual activities. In addition to these conversations, PRE would like to have
formal “exit interviews” with Projects that are phasing out of SciAct before the five-year
completion deadline. These will be dedicated conversations where PRE can ask specific
questions about the experience of being involved in the Program, efforts to realize Program
objectives, and considerations for the Portfolio (as a group, and at the evaluation level).
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Year 1

Activity
Bi-Monthly General Meetings, SMD + PRE
Formal SMD Interviews
PRE + Project Evaluator Conversations*

Timeframe
April 2021-December 2021
August 2021
April 2021-May 2021

PRE + Project Team Meetings, As Needed

June 2021-October 2021

PRE + Partial Extension Project Team Exit
Interviews

January 2022

Year 4

Year 3

Year 2

Bi-Monthly General Meetings, SMD + PRE
Formal SMD Interviews
Formal PI Interviews

November 2021-October 2022
March 2022
August 2022
March-April 2022
August-September 2022

PRE + Project Team Meetings, As Needed

November 2021-October 2022

Bi-Monthly General Meetings, SMD + PRE

November 2022-October 2023
March 2023
August 2023
March-April 2023
August-September 2023

Formal SMD Interviews
Formal PI Interviews
PRE + Project Team Meetings, As Needed

November 2023-October 2024

Bi-Monthly General Meetings, SMD + PRE

November 2023-October 2024
March 2024
August 2024
March-April 2024
August-September 2024

Formal SMD Interviews

Frequency
18
2
25ish
~ 28 meetings
(1/ project team)
TBD pending
ROSES
applications
24
4
~56 meetings
(2/project team)
~56 meetings
(2/project team)
24
4
~56 meetings
(2/project team)
~56 meetings
(2/project team)
24
4

~56 meetings
(2/project team)
~56 meetings
PRE + Project Team Meetings, As Needed
November 2023-October 2024
(2/project team)
* These conversations were not intended to be explicit data collection activities, instead framed as relationshipbuilding opportunities. As such, there is no formal notation or record of individual conversations PRE leads had with
various Project Teams.
Formal PI Interviews

The activities described above will primarily be used to gather information as it relates to
evaluation questions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13.

Continued Document Review
PRE will review Program documentation to build or refine context, deepening knowledge of
SciAct. While Phase 1 activities focused on building baseline knowledge, Phase 2 will shift focus
to look at available resources through varying special interest lenses. Currently this list includes
measurement tools, groupwide activities, ways in which equity is being embedded into projects,
and the range of definitions and degrees of formality towards defining “collaboration,” and
cultivating understanding around “sustainability” between SMD and Projects. It is anticipated
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that changes to existing lenses will be made as this work is pursued and that new or emergent
lenses through which these documents can be examined will also surface.
To ensure that documents are being reviewed and understood accurately, Project Teams will be
invited to review and edit compiled information.
A detailed activities list and timeline is not provided for individual Document Reviews. It is
difficult to predict the number or type of documents that will be included in future efforts, or
what the deliverables from that work might look like. However, PRE has planned for a bi-annual
review of organizational tools, current and anticipated, to ensure review efforts continue to be

Year 4

Year 3

Year 2

Year 1

accurately representative of various Project teams.
Activity
Tools shared with SMD and Project Teams for Review and
Revision

Timeframe

PRE Refines and Advances Tools, As Needed

June 2021

Tools Update Shared in Advance of Annual Meeting

October 2021

Ongoing Document Review, Pending New Materials

December 2021-September 2022

PRE Refines, Advances, or Develops New Tools, As Needed

December 2021-September 2022

Tools Update Shared in Advance of Annual Meeting

October 2022

Ongoing Document Review, Pending New Materials

December 2022-September 2023

PRE Refines, Advances, or Develops New Tools, As Needed

December 2022-September 2023

Tools Update Shared in Advance of Annual Meeting

October 2023

Ongoing Document Review, Pending New Materials

December 2023-September 2024

PRE Refines, Advances, or Develops New Tools, As Needed

December 2023-September 2024

Tools Update Shared in Advance of Annual Meeting

October 2024

April-May 2021

The activities described above will primarily be used to gather and organize information as it
relates to evaluation questions 1, 2, 5, 7, 10, and 12.
Organizing Tools
PRE will sustain organizing efforts established around Phase 1 Document Review to continue
building shared understanding around SciAct as a program and individual projects within it.
•

Objectives
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o

MLO Summary Dashboard, showcasing the distribution of projects pursuing
individual MLOs and how those, collectively, respond to pursuit of TLOS

o

Individual MLO Data Tabs, showcasing the range of activities projects will be
implementing, pursuing, or working with to realize any given MLO.

•

Shared Learning and Measurement
o

Measurement Tools Landscape, showcasing the collective ways projects are
intending to gather insights across MLOs.

o

Individual MLO Data Tabs, showcasing the specific of measurement tools projects
intend to implement relative to each MLO.

•

Audiences
o

Audiences Dashboard, showcasing the distribution of projects pursuing work with
various groupings of learners and communities.

o

Individual MLO Data Tabs, showcasing the range of audiences, internal and
external, projects intend to work with or impact relative to any given MLO.

This list will be expanded as work towards organizing, through all data collection activities
cumulatively, continue on.

Surveys or Activity Logs
To build a consistent, systematic approach to receiving, organizing, and processing information
about project teams, PRE will develop various surveys, forms, or activity logs for Project Teams
to complete. PRE will work with SMD to determine the appropriate timing of these efforts so
that Project Teams do not feel over-burdened or surveyed. It is anticipated that no more than
four surveys will be employed in a given year, and it is presently assumed that they will follow a

Year 2

Year 1

quarterly implementation schedule.
Content Focus
• Audiences Checklist
• MLO Activities and
Measurement Tools Table
• Equity Checklist
• Collaboration Metric (TBD)
• Sustainability Metric (TBD)
• TBD

Timeframe
Q1: March 2021

Notes
Embedded into Draft Evaluation
Plans

Q2: June 2021

Will likely launch as a standalone
survey.

Q3: September 2021

Will try to align to Annual
Meeting needs.
May include some reflective
component on Annual Meeting.

•

TBD

Q4: December 2021

•

TBD

Q1: March 2022

•

TBD

Q2: June 2022

•

TBD

Q3: September 2022

PACIFIC RESEARCH & EVALUATION, LLC
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Year 4

Year 3

Content Focus
• TBD

Timeframe
Q4: December 2022

•

TBD

Q1: March 2023

•

TBD

Q2: June 2023

•

TBD

Q3: September 2023

•

TBD

Q4: December 2023

•

TBD

Q1: March 2024

•

TBD

Q2: June 2024

Notes
May include some reflective
component on Annual Meeting.

Will try to align to Annual
Meeting needs.
May include some reflective
component on Annual Meeting.

Note: Data collection will end early in Year 4 to make space for final reporting needs and any needs from the
Academies for their study.

The activities described above will primarily be used to gather information as it relates to
evaluation questions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13.

Developing Common Measures to Understand Collective Impact Across Projects
Whereas the aforementioned data collection activities focus on understanding the ways in which
the Portfolio of SciAct projects are working together to define and achieve MLOs, there is still a
great need to hear from the audiences they are working with to assess collective impact. PRE is
committed to working with Project teams to develop a suite of measures that Projects can
integrate, as appropriate, into various data collection activities. In support of this pursuit, PRE is
planning to review available instruments (from 1.0 summative evaluation reports, and those
shared by current project evaluation teams for this express purpose) to get a sense of what kind
of integrations may be most feasible and effective.
The table below is organized around MLOs which PRE believes are best suited for common
measurement tools. This was informed both by the MLOs themselves, as well as trends observed
in the Measurement Tools Landscape.4
Alignment
MLO 1a

4

Common Measure Content Area
•
•
•

Measurement Tool(s)

Change in STEM interest.
Change in STEM identity. *
Increased interest in STEM related careers

•
•

Pre/Post Tools
Post/Retrospective
Post Tools

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1_1lB5MZU-DWxRAQ5a_KcugLV78zGxtUU00YSY3mD1z4/edit?usp=sharing
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Alignment
MLO 1b

Common Measure Content Area
•
•

MLO 2a

•
•
•
•

MLO 3c

•
•
•
•

MLO 4a

Measurement Tool(s)

Awareness of the range of SciAct
activities, generally.
Awareness of SciAct activities as distinct
or unique from other STEM offerings.

•
•

Pre/Post Tools
Post/ Retrospective
Post Tools

Change in participant knowledge of
science process.
Change in participant expression of
science knowledge.
Change in participant application of
science process.
Change in confidence using SMD Assets
in scientific processes. *

•
•
•

General Surveys
Pre/Post Tools
Post/ Retrospective
Post Tools

Change in STEM skills level.
Change in confidence using STEM skills.
Awareness of STEM skills use as they
relate to a profession.
Intent to apply STEM skills in a
professional setting.

•
•

Pre/Post Tools
Post/ Retrospective
Post Tools

Awareness of SciAct Resources/ SMD
• General Surveys
Assets to inform practice. *
• Interview or Focus
• Intent to use SciAct Resources/ SMD
Group Protocol
Assets in practice. *
*Denotes an inquiry area which is more specifically intended for Internal Learners (e.g., SMEs).
•

The specific intent for these activities is to gather information as it relates to evaluation
questions 3, 4, 6, 10, and 11.
MLOs 1c, 3b, and 3c lend themselves more to simple counts than they do a shared metric. As
such, they have not been included in the list above. MLO 4b does present an opportunity for
common learning but will likely be an element of quarterly surveys or activity logs, rather than a
shared measure for Projects to implement.

Phase 3: Documenting Portfolio Activities, Successes, and Opportunities
Communicating emergent trends and conclusive findings is a top priority for PRE. Data and evaluation
results will be presented in formats that are accessible and useful to SMD and SciAct Project Teams. PRE
prides itself in developing reports which present complex information in comprehensive and concise ways,
leveraging data visualization to provide readers multiple ways to access and respond to information
shared.
PRE is open to discussion with SMD on what an ideal dissemination schedule might look like. At the very
least, it is expected that PRE will provide interim or status reports on an annual basis, virtual presentation
PACIFIC RESEARCH & EVALUATION, LLC
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of findings or in-person briefings on an annual basis, and a final report with supplemental materials (e.g.,
executive summaries, infographics, etc.).
Each report or dissemination opportunity will incorporate evaluation data, linking findings and results to
opportunities for ongoing Portfolio-wide improvements. Reports will provide project background and
demonstrate results in a way that is useful to inform decisions about program design and implementation
processes. Reports will also include evaluation insights or recommendations that enable project teams to
make improvements as needed.
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Deliverables Timeline
A deliverables timeline, inclusive of evaluation activities and accompanying reports, is shared below.
Deliverable

Timeline

Program Evaluation Plan

Draft due May 28, 2021
Final due June 30, 2021
Updated throughout project implementation as needed
June/July 2021
August 2021
Ongoing throughout project duration.
Updated links or new tools can be provided with advance
notice prior to any meeting or convening.

Literature Review
Logic Model
Organizing Tools

Interview Protocol

Quarterly Surveys

Development of Common Measures
Interim Reports

Draft protocol will be shared two weeks prior to
implementation:
Summer 2021, pending need
1-Year Extension Exit Interviews, January 2022
February/March 2022 (SMD and PIs)
July/August 2022 (SMD and PIs)
February/March 2023 (SMD and PIs)
July/August 2023 (SMD and PIs)
February/March 2024 (SMD and PIs)
July/August 2024 (SMD and PIs)
Two weeks prior to launch:
June 2021
September 2021
December 2021
March 2022
June 2022
September 2022
December 2022
March 2023
June 2023
September 2023
December 2023
March 2024
June 2024
TBD in conjunction with SMDs and Project Evaluators
June, September, December 2021
March, June, September, December 2022
March, June, September, December 2023
March, June 2024

Note: Interim reporting is ending early to make space for final
evaluation reporting.
Final Evaluation Report

December 1, 2024
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Appendix A: Gantt Chart by Quarters
This page is intentionally left blank. Gantt chart, organized by quarters, is on the next page. A
workbook with a Gantt chart on a monthly and weekly timeline can be found online here.
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Evaluation Planning
Draft Plan

PRE

3/1/21

5/31/21

Review Draft Plan

PRE, SMD, and All
Project Teams

5/31/21

6/30/21

Literature Review: Share Draft

PRE

6/30/21

7/16/21

Literature Review: Discuss Draft (July
Monthly)

PRE, SMD, and All
Project Teams

7/28/21

7/28/21

Logic Model: Draft

PRE

7/16/21

8/16/21

Logic Model: Discuss (August
Evaluator Meeting)
Finalize Planning Materials for
Publication

PRE, SMD, and Project
Evaluators

8/18/21

8/18/21

PRE and SMD

8/18/21

8/31/21

Y1 Monthly Meetings

PRE, SMD, and All
Project Teams

2/1/21

10/1/21

Y1 Evaluator Meetings

PRE + Project Evaluators

2/1/21

10/1/21

11/29/21

12/3/21

1/1/22

10/1/22

1/1/22

10/1/22

11/1/22

11/30/22

1/1/23

10/1/23

1/1/23

10/1/23

11/1/23

11/30/23

1/1/24

10/1/24

Observations of Formal Meetings

Annual SciAct Convening
Y2 Monthly Meetings
Y2 Evaluator Meetings
Annual SciAct Convening
Y3 Monthly Meetings
Y3 Evaluator Meetings
Annual SciAct Convening
Y4 Monthly Meetings

PRE, SMD, and All
Project Teams
PRE, SMD, and All
Project Teams
PRE + Project Evaluators
PRE, SMD, and All
Project Teams
PRE, SMD, and All
Project Teams
PRE + Project Evaluators
PRE, SMD, and All
Project Teams
PRE, SMD, and All
Project Teams

Y4 Evaluator Meetings

PRE + Project Evaluators

1/1/24

10/1/24

Annual SciAct Convening

PRE, SMD, and All
Project Teams

11/1/24

11/30/24

PRE + SMD

4/1/21

10/31/21

Interviews with SciAct Personnel
Y1 Bi-Monthly General Meetings
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Oct

Jul

Apr

Jan

Oct

2025

Jul

Apr

Jan

Oct

2024

Jul

Apr

Jan

Oct

2023

Jul

Apr

Jan

END

Oct

START

2022

Jul

ASSIGNED TO

Apr

TASK

Jan

2021

2021
Y1 Formal SMD Interviews

PRE + SMD

8/1/21

8/30/21

PRE + Project Evaluators

4/1/21

5/31/21

PRE + Project Teams

6/1/21

10/31/21

PRE + Completed Project
Teams

1/1/22

1/31/22

Y2 Bi-Monthly General Meetings

PRE + SMD

11/1/21

10/31/22

Y2 Formal SMD Interviews, Round 1

PRE + SMD

3/1/22

3/31/22

Y2 Formal SMD Interviews, Round 2

PRE + SMD

8/1/22

8/31/22

Y2 Formal PI Interviews, Round 1

PRE + PIs

3/1/22

4/30/22

Y2 Formal PI Interviews, Round 2

PRE + PIs

8/1/22

9/30/22

Y2 PRE + Project Team Meetings, As
needed

PRE + Project Teams

11/1/21

10/31/22

Y3 Bi-Monthly General Meetings

PRE + SMD

11/1/22

10/31/23

Y3 Formal SMD Interviews, Round 1

PRE + SMD

3/1/23

3/31/23

Y3 Formal SMD Interviews, Round 2

PRE + SMD

8/1/23

8/31/23

Y3 Formal PI Interviews, Round 1

PRE + PIs

3/1/23

4/30/23

Y3 Formal PI Interviews, Round 2

PRE + PIs

8/1/23

9/30/23

Y3 PRE + Project Team Meetings, As
needed

PRE + Project Teams

11/1/22

10/31/23

Y4 Bi-Monthly General Meetings

PRE + SMD

11/1/23

10/31/24

Y4 Formal SMD Interviews, Round 1

PRE + SMD

3/1/24

3/31/24

Y4 Formal SMD Interviews, Round 2

PRE + SMD

8/1/24

8/31/24

Y4 Formal PI Interviews, Round 1

PRE + PIs

3/1/24

4/30/24

Y4 Formal PI Interviews, Round 2

PRE + PIs

8/1/24

9/30/24

Y4 PRE + Project Team Meetings, As
needed

PRE + Project Teams

11/1/23

10/31/24

PRE, SMD, and All
Project Teams

4/1/21

5/31/21

PRE

6/1/21

6/30/21

10/1/21

12/3/21

12/4/21

9/30/22

Y1 PRE + Project Evaluator
Conversations
Y1 PRE + Project Team Meetings, As
Needed
Y1 PRE + Partial Extension Project
Team Exit Interviews

2022

2023

Document Review
Y1 Tools shared with SMD and
Project Teams
Y1 PRE Refines and Advances Tools,
As Needed
Y1Tools Update Shared in Advance of
Annual Meeting
Y2 Ongoing Document Review,
Pending New Materials

PRE, SMD, and All
Project Teams
PRE, SMD, and All
Project Teams
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2024

2025

2021
Y2 PRE Refines, Advances, or
Develops New Tools
Y2Tools Update Shared in Advance of
Annual Meeting
Y3 Ongoing Document Review,
Pending New Materials
Y3 PRE Refines, Advances, or
Develops New Tools
Y3 Tools Update Shared in Advance
of Annual Meeting
Y4 Ongoing Document Review,
Pending New Materials
Y4 PRE Refines, Advances, or
Develops New Tools
Y4 Tools Update Shared in Advance
of Annual Meeting

PRE

12/4/21

9/30/22

10/1/22

11/30/22

12/1/22

9/30/23

12/1/22

9/30/23

10/1/23

11/30/23

12/1/23

9/30/24

PRE

12/1/23

9/30/24

PRE, SMD, and All
Project Teams

10/1/24

11/30/24

Y1, Q1

PRE + Project Teams

3/1/21

3/31/21

Y1, Q2

PRE + Project Teams

6/1/21

6/30/21

Y1, Q3

PRE + Project Teams

9/1/21

9/30/21

Y1, Q4

PRE + Project Teams

12/1/21

12/31/21

Y2, Q1

PRE + Project Teams

3/1/22

3/31/22

Y2, Q2

PRE + Project Teams

6/1/22

6/30/22

Y2, Q3

PRE + Project Teams

9/1/22

9/30/22

Y2, Q4

PRE + Project Teams

12/1/22

12/31/22

Y3, Q1

PRE + Project Teams

3/1/23

3/31/23

Y3, Q2

PRE + Project Teams

6/1/23

6/30/23

Y3, Q3

PRE + Project Teams

9/1/23

9/30/23

Y3, Q4

PRE + Project Teams

12/1/23

12/31/23

Y4, Q1

PRE + Project Teams

3/1/24

3/31/24

Y4, Q2

PRE + Project Teams

6/1/24

6/30/24

PRE + Project Teams

3/1/21

5/31/21

PRE

7/1/21

7/16/21

PRE

7/16/21

7/31/21

PRE, SMD, and All
Project Teams
PRE, SMD, and All
Project Teams
PRE
PRE, SMD, and All
Project Teams
PRE, SMD, and All
Project Teams

2022

2023

Surveys or Activity Logs

Developing Common Metrics to Understand Collective Impact
Identify MLOs to Build
Measurements Around
Mine SciAct 1.0 instruments for
metrics aligned to MLOs
Develop "Question Bank" and
Protocol
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2024

2025

2021
Review Question Bank and
Implementation Protocol

PRE + Project Teams

8/1/21

8/13/21

Implement Common Measures

Project Evaluators

8/16/21

5/31/24

Y1, Q2 Interim Report

PRE

6/1/21

6/30/21

Y1, Q3 Interim Report

PRE

9/1/21

9/30/21

Y1, Q4 Interim Report

PRE

12/1/21

12/31/21

Y2, Q1 Interim Report

PRE

3/1/22

3/31/22

Y2, Q2 Interim Report

PRE

6/1/22

6/30/22

Y2, Q3 Interim Report

PRE

9/1/22

9/30/22

Y2, Q4 Interim Report

PRE

12/1/22

12/31/22

Y3, Q1 Interim Report

PRE

3/1/23

3/31/23

Y3, Q2 Interim Report

PRE

6/1/23

6/30/23

Y3, Q3 Interim Report

PRE

9/1/23

9/30/23

Y3, Q4 Interim Report

PRE

12/1/23

12/31/23

Y4, Q1 Interim Report

PRE

3/1/24

3/31/24

Y4, Q2 Interim Report

PRE

6/1/24

6/30/24

Final Evaluation Report

PRE

7/1/24

12/1/24

2022

2023

Reporting
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2024

2025
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